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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2020021294A1] The present invention relates to a design method for stabilizing deep excavations or earth slope instability near existing
civil objects by means of a retaining engineering structure comprising a vertical building structure and a plurality of tensile batter piles (1) disposed
inclining downwardly towards backfill, the vertical building structure and each of the plurality of tensile batter piles (1) are mutually coupled by a
coupling means and mutually arranged at an angle β, the angle β is the angle between each of the plurality of tensile batter piles (1) and the vertical
building structure at the point of their coupling by said means to the vertical. The design method comprising the steps of determining a type of the
retaining engineering structure according to a deepness of excavation; determining soil condition status; determining parameters of the retaining
engineering structure according to the type; carrying out retaining engineering structure construction work, wherein irrespective of the type of the
retaining engineering structure a horizontal load H on the vertical building structure is calculated according the expression H = P a - K a x A n x cos
β where P a is a horizontal load generated by the ground mass G 1, K a is coefficient of active earth pressure, and A n is tensile force in each of the
tensile batter pile (1), wherein the angle β is in a range between 15-20°. The present invention further relates to a retaining engineering structure
which is suitable for carrying out said design method, the retaining engineering structure consisting of a vertical building structure and a plurality
of tensile batter piles (1) disposed inclining downwardly towards backfill, the vertical building structure and each of the batter piles (1) are mutually
coupled by a coupling means and are mutually arranged at an angle β to the vertical, wherein the angle β is the angle between each of the plurality
of batter piles (1) and the vertical building structure at the point of their coupling by said means, the angle β is in a range between 15-20°.
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